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by Robert Ehrig

So this week we need to clear some space  and reduce our inventory levels.

We will be offing some incredible deals on specific items.

Of course its all super nice, but its time to make some room

I will also be showing some items that may have gotten missed in past newsletters.

If you have any question about anything, 
please email me so you are not left wondering.

Nothing scheduled for this week or next right now, but we never know

Thanks for accepting my newsletters,
Robert Ehrig 

818-349-4091



Choose any of these 48” Dual fuel ranges and get 500.00 off our already Low Price.
pick from Thermador, Viking or DCS

we have 4 different ranges to choose from.  need 240 v to heat the ovens, and gas for top
This $500.00 off is only good till 6-13-15 and you must bring in this page.



Choose any of these 330” Double Wall Ovens and get one for $ 1999.99
these are all higher end units and super nice

these are all electric and require 240v to get hot.
$ 1999.99  

for a double oven of this level.
incredible deal

Must bring in this page to get this deal on these ovens.



GE Monogram Dishwashers
Buy any of these for  $ 999.99 

Price valid only for the next four days.  expires Sat 6-13-15
Must bring in this ad to get this price.



Buy this Washer
get this

Electric Dryer
for Free.

Must bring ad.



Buy All Three of these DCS Pieces
and Get this hood w/ blower for $ 300.00

make the whole package 

$ 7599.99 before tax



Or have a look at this Fisher Paykel Setup
Buy this entire set for ONLY $ 5500.00 pre tax

All stainless / all matching
bring this ad for this price.



Viking 48” Refurbished 8 Burner All Gas range
Super Clean, Double Ovens

VGCC5488BSS
$  5999.99



Viking 48”  Brand New 6 Burners and grill Dual fuel range
Did I mention,  BRAND NEW UNIT.

Electric Ovens and gas top
VDSC5486QSS         $    9999.99



Viking 48” Stainless Steel Hood with 1200 cfm. Blower
BRAND NEW with warming lights, auto heat sense feature

VWH84878SS         $ 2399.99
36” Hood available too with 1200 cfm. blower

VWH53678SS           $ 1899.99



Viking Professional
All Gas  BRAND NEW

What is your Color ???

48” Tan or Blue
self cleaning 
$ 8499.99

36” Black
$ 6499.99



Viking 36” Cooktop with 5 burners
$ 1099.99



Viking
has the D3 Logo on it

BRAND NEW

4 Doors, bottom freezer
ice and water in the door

deli drawer or produce drawer

25 cubic feet
not counter depth

$ 2499.99



These are modular 
sections for an outdoor 

BBQ area
Griddle and side burner

extra grilling area
or

sink and side burner

Your Choice  $ 999.99



DCS
This is a 48” all grill.  the newest version of it.  Super nice 

BGC48BQARNSS      $   3899.99
and the side burner (older style)  for $ 459.99



Outdoor trash Pull
include one can

$ 599.99

Lynx built in refreshment center
$ 1299.99



Blue Star 36” ranges with griddle or grill
all gas, new unit out of box, 

$ 4799.99



I think that is all for this week

please hurry in for best selection.

Please pass me along to anyone you know that may need luxury appliances 
without paying the luxury prices.

Thanks again,
Robert Ehrig 

818-349-4091


